A large body of evidence supports the close coupling of splicing and transcription, and many if not most mammalian introns are spliced prior to the transcriptional termination and polyadenylation of the pre-mRNA; i.e., cotranscriptionally (for review, see Perales and Bentley 2009; Pandya-Jones 2011) . However, numerous studies examining the subcellular localization and splicing kinetics of individual introns have pointed to the existence of a population that is processed more slowly-in some cases, post-transcriptionally (Bauren and Wieslander 1994; Smith et al. 1999; Melcak et al. 2001; Hao and Baltimore 2013) . Most introns detected by in situ hybridization are geneproximal, probably in nascent transcripts, but others are dissociated from the site of transcription (Vargas et al. 2011; Girard et al. 2012) . More recently, high-throughput sequencing studies in multiple organisms have detected the presence of introns in poly(A) + or fully transcribed, chromatin-associated RNA populations, indicating that some fraction of splicing occurs post-transcriptionally (Ameur et al. 2011; Khodor et al. 2011 Khodor et al. , 2012 Rabani et al. 2011; Bhatt et al. 2012; Tilgner et al. 2012; Windhager et al. 2012; Pandya-Jones et al. 2013; Shalgi et al. 2014; Braunschweig et al. 2014) . Prior studies have observed that the kinetics of removal of alternatively spliced introns are slower than those of the typical constitutive intron (Pandya-Jones and Black 2009; Khodor et al. 2011; Vargas et al. 2011; Pandya-Jones et al. 2013) . Here, it has been suggested that the kinetics may be intrinsic to the splicing outcome; i.e., that constitutive splicing is accomplished cotranscriptionally, while regulated variants are spliced more slowly.
Splicing can respond to both intracellular and extracellular signals. For example, the splicing of particular introns is inhibited by cellular stresses such as heat shock as well as during mitosis (Yost and Lindquist 1986; Bond 1988; Shin and Manley 2002; Shin et al. 2004) . A handful of publications describe post-transcriptional, regulated splicing triggered by environmental signals. Apoe4 and Cyr61 transcripts each contain an intron that is altered in splicing kinetics in response to excitotoxicity and hypoxia, respectively (Xu et al. 2008; Hirschfeld et al. 2009 ). Poly-Ó 2015 Boutz et al. This article is distributed exclusively by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press for the first six months after the full-issue publication date (see http://genesdev.cshlp.org/site/misc/terms.xhtml). After six months, it is available under a Creative Commons License (Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International), as described at http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/. adenylated pre-mRNAs encoding the SR protein kinase Clk1 contain two unspliced introns flanking a cassette exon. These intron-containing transcripts are retained in the nucleus until the cells experience heat or osmotic shock or treatment with a chemical inhibitor of the Clk kinases, at which point splicing occurs, allowing production of more protein (Ninomiya et al. 2011) . Intriguingly, Clk kinases are also implicated in the control of splicing of retained introns in platelets. Although they are annucleate, platelets contain particular pre-mRNAs that are fully spliced with the exception of a single intron. The remaining intron is spliced out of the message in response to platelet activation to produce translatable mRNA (Denis et al. 2005; Schwertz et al. 2006) . These examples hint at a process by which gene expression can be modulated through the regulated, post-transcriptional splicing of one or a few introns.
The cyclical addition and removal of phosphates from SR proteins drives the splicing reaction (Mermoud et al. 1992; Tazi et al. 1993; Roscigno and Garcia-Blanco 1995; Shi et al. 2006) . SR proteins are a family of RNA-binding factors involved in both constitutive and alternative splicing (for review, see Zhou and Fu 2013) that are phosphorylated in the cytoplasm by SRPK kinase family members and in the nucleus by the Clk family kinases (Gui et al.1994; Colwill et al. 1996; Aubol et al. 2013 ). Dephosphorylation of SR proteins and other spliceosomal components by the PP1/2A phosphatases is required for the two steps in splicing (Mermoud et al. 1994; Roscigno and Garcia-Blanco 1995; Cao et al. 1997; Kanopka et al. 1998; Xiao and Manley 1998; Shi et al. 2006) . Early recognition of exonic enhancers by phosphorylated SR proteins is important in spliceosome assembly and nuclear retention of intron-containing transcripts, but dephosphorylation of certain SR proteins during the splicing process allows nuclear export of spliced mRNAs (Chang and Sharp 1989; Legrain and Rosbash 1989; Huang et al. 2004; Taniguchi et al. 2007; Dias et al. 2010; Takemura et al. 2011) . Thus, it is likely that functional prespliceosomes can be assembled on pre-mRNAs but remain poised and inactive through control of the phosphorylation state of associated factors such as SR proteins and small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) components (Girard et al. 2012) .
Autoregulation of mRNA processing or translation by the encoded protein product is a common mechanism for homeostatic control. In some cases, alternative splicing directly impacts protein expression through coupling to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD). A mature mRNA containing an in-frame premature termination codon (PTC) more than ;50 nucleotides (nt) upstream of the last exon-exon junction is typically degraded by NMD (for review, see Popp and Maquat 2013) . The most common configuration of these genes involves cassette exon splicing, where either skipping or inclusion of the cassette exon leads to the introduction of a PTC, while the other splice isoform is a coding sequence; we refer to these as ''NMD switch'' exons. Splicing factors, including SR proteins and hnRNPs, have been shown to autoregulate their levels by binding to their pre-mRNA and controlling the splicing of NMD switch exons, and the resulting networks of splicing regulators in turn exert combinatorial splicing control on many more downstream target exons. (Wollerton et al. 2004; Boutz et al. 2007; Lareau et al. 2007; Ni et al. 2007 , Jangi et al. 2014 .
Mdm4 negatively regulates p53, acting with the related protein Mdm2 as an E3 ubiquitin ligase that induces p53 degradation (for review, see Wade et al. 2013 ). It has previously been observed that a small-molecule Clk inhibitor triggered an increase in Mdm4 NMD isoform splicing, a corresponding decrease in Mdm4 protein, and up-regulation of p53 protein levels (Allende-Vega et al. 2013; Bezzi et al. 2013) . This effect was attributed to induction of stress due to a general inhibition of splicing; however, to date, there has been no global analysis of splicing in cells treated with Clk inhibitors.
Through deep sequencing of poly(A)-selected RNA from mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs), we discovered a striking number of nuclear transcripts containing introns that are spliced more slowly than other introns within the same gene. Many such introns are also present and often conserved in human cell lines as well as in differentiated, adult mouse livers, hinting at a previously unappreciated and widespread mechanism of ''detained'' introns (DIs). As an example of this phenomenon, we demonstrated that in addition to its known autoregulatory role, Clk kinase activity affects the detention of a specific subset of DIs, and a small-molecule Clk inhibitor can promote the post-transcriptional splicing or increased detention of DIs in hundreds of genes, likely through modulation of SR protein phosphorylation. Gene ontology (GO) analysis indicates that many DNA damage response genes contain DIs, and we found that specific DIs undergo changes in splicing following doxorubicininduced DNA damage. We propose that transcripts containing DIs form a nuclear-detained pool of mostly processed pre-mRNA, subsets of which undergo regulated changes in splicing in response to changes in the cellular environment.
Results
A subset of introns is abundant in mouse and human poly(A) + RNA Surprisingly, deep sequencing of poly(A)-selected RNA from mESCs revealed many transcripts in which specific internal introns were significantly more abundant than other introns within the same transcripts. When compared with mapped reads from human ESC (hESC)-derived poly(A) + RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) libraries (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012), in most cases, the orthologous human introns also exhibit unusually high read coverage, suggesting that this property is biologically conserved (Fig. 1A) . These intron reads are not from RNAs that are inherently unspliceable or misannotated, since, in all cases, we can detect reads mapping to the junctions between the flanking spliced exons. To verify the elevated abundance of high-read-coverage introns in the RNA-seq data sets using an independent method, we measured the intron levels from a number of loci by real-time quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) using primer sets spanning the exon-intron junctions of high-coverage introns as well as the nearest flanking introns. In all cases tested, the high-coverage introns identified by RNA-seq ( Fig. 1A , red bars) were markedly more abundant than their flanking neighbors ( Fig. 1A , blue bars and right panels; data not shown). While present at higher levels than other introns in the same transcript, even the most abundant of the high-coverage introns assayed (Ogt intron 4) was estimated to be present in only 30%-50% of poly(A) transcripts based on a comparison with exon-exon signal; measurement of high-coverage introns in fibronectin (Fn1) transcripts showed them to be present in 4%-7% of poly(A) transcripts at steady state (Supplemental Fig. S1A ).
To determine the prevalence of high-coverage introns genome-wide, we developed a novel computational pipeline using the R package DESeq (Anders and Huber 2010) to quantitatively identify introns whose read coverage exceeds the sampling noise present in RNA-seq data sets. We identified 3150 such introns (4.2% of internal introns in expressed genes) in mESCs at a false discovery rate Total mapped read densities from poly(A) + RNAseq libraries from mESCs (blue tracks) or hESCs (green tracks) and the same data sets with exonic reads subtracted (intronic reads; red in mESCs and yellow in hESCs). Positions of exons are shown below (gene). Intron numbers for mESC introns assayed by qRT-PCR are shown above the gene schematic. (Right panels) qRT-PCR of high-coverage introns shown in red, normalized to the downstream flanking intron (mean n = 3-6 6 SEM). (B) Quantification of introns in mESC and hESC poly(A) RNA-seq. Introns with a greater than twofold ratio of observed/expected read count, FDR < 0.01, are shown in red; all other expressed introns are in blue. (C) Overlap of introns showing statistically significant high coverage in mice and humans for which an orthologous relationship could be determined. P-value was determined by two-sided hypergeometric. See also Supplemental Figure S1 and Supplemental Data S1 and S2. Table S1 ; Supplemental Data S1, S2; The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012). The differences in DI frequencies were not due to the number of reads mapped (data not shown). Of the 2262 high-coverage mouse introns that could be mapped directly to orthologous human introns, 721 (32%) were also significantly enriched in one or more human cell lines (Fig. 1C ). This degree of overlap is highly statistically significant (P < 2.2 3 10 À16 ), indicative of a phylogenetically conserved regulatory process. This conservation strongly suggests that the property of posttranscriptional splicing for specific introns has a biological function that underlies their selection over time. Because these introns remain present in polyadenylated transcripts in which all other introns have been spliced out and are retained in the nucleus (see below), we refer to them as DIs.
Properties of DIs
It has been observed that introns flanking alternatively spliced exons are removed more slowly than the constitutive introns in the same transcript (Pandya-Jones and Black 2009; Khodor et al. 2011; Vargas et al. 2011; Pandya-Jones et al. 2013) . To determine whether the presence of a DI is indicative of alternative splicing, we developed a computational method to classify introns by splicing type based on the splice junctions identified in the RNA-seq data using the sequence aligner TopHat ). Each intron was assigned to one of six classes: constitutive (no evidence for alternative splicing), alternative 59 or 39 splice sites (Alt 59 ss/Alt 39 ss), cassette, mutually exclusive, or complex ( Fig. 2A ). The complex group includes introns for which the difference between associated splice isoforms cannot be assigned to only one of the above classes (e.g., a cassette exon that also has alternative 39 splice sites). Rather than being exclusive to alternatively spliced regions, 61% of DIs are constitutive. Even though they represent the majority of DIs, constitutive introns are ;1.5-fold less likely to be detained than expected by chance (1935 were observed, while 2778 would be expected, as indicated in Fig. 2A ). Conversely, DIs are about threefold more likely to flank alternative exons than would be expected by chance. However, if the slower splicing of alternative exons accounted for the presence of DIs, we would expect a high percentage of such exons to be flanked by DIs. As shown in Figure 2B , although DIs range in prevalence, they constitute only a small minority (9%-17%) of each type of alternative splicing event. That DIs are frequently found between constitutive exons and are present in only a small number of alternative events suggests that DIs represent a distinct set of specifically regulated splicing events.
To determine whether the DI-containing genes expressed in mESCs share related biological functions, we tested whether they were enriched for particular GO categories (Supplemental Fig. S2A ). Interestingly, the most highly represented GO categories are dominated by genes encod-ing nuclear proteins involved in RNA metabolism (splicing, RNA processing and nucleocytoplasmic transport, transcription, and chromatin modification and organization), many of which contain RNA-binding domains. Additional highly represented biological processes include DNA damage/repair, apoptosis, cellular response to stress, cell cycle, metabolism, and ubiquitin-mediated protein catabolism. Similar GO categories are significantly enriched for the set of ;1600 DI-containing genes that is common to all four human cell lines (Supplemental Fig. S2A ).
We next asked whether structural properties distinguish DIs as a class. We reasoned that, unlike introns flanking alternative exons, which contain information required to dictate choices between alternative splice sites that might confound our analysis, constitutive DIs would provide a better comparison between the DI and non-DI subsets. DIs in the constitutive class exhibit higher mean sequence conservation scores when compared with non-DIs across vertebrate genomes (Fig. 2C) ; a significantly higher percentage (19.4%) of constitutive introns with an identifiable human ortholog are DIs, compared with 6.3% of constitutive introns with no identifiable homologous intron in humans (P < 2.2 3 10 À16 ). Furthermore, even within the nonconserved constitutive intron set, DIs have a significantly higher average phastCons score compared with non-DIs (P = 3.0 3 10 À4 ). Again, these phylogenetic properties indicate that DIs in the constitutive intron class, unrelated to known alternative splicing, have a conserved and important function. The mean 59 and 39 splice site scores are significantly lower among the DI group (Fig. 2C ). Although DIs are detected in genes expressed at different levels, the mean FPKM (fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped) of DI-containing genes is somewhat higher than controls, possibly suggesting a slight attainment bias (Supplemental Fig. S2B ). DIs show a slight but statistically significant positional bias toward the 39 end of genes, and although the median length of DIs is longer than that of non-DIs, on average, they are shorter, likely due to the lack of extremely long DIs, as the longest DI is ;17 kb versus >300 kb for the longest non-DI (Figs. 2D,E; Supplemental Fig. S2C ). These differences in the properties of DIs compared with non-DIs, particularly splice site strength and higher nucleotidelevel conservation, suggest that they are a structurally distinct class, a subset of which is functionally conserved across evolutionary time.
DIs have longer half-lives than neighboring introns and are not NMD substrates
The presence of DIs in a minority of poly(A) transcripts indicates that they either are produced in very small numbers but are highly stable or are initially present in a larger percentage of transcripts and are turned over by splicing or degradation, generating the steady-state level. To distinguish between these two possibilities, we measured the rate of disappearance of several DIs and their flanking neighbors after inhibiting transcription with flavopiridol. For all introns assayed, the DIs exhibited an overall logarithmic decay pattern similar to their flanking neighbors but with slower kinetics (Fig. 3A; data not shown). When compared as two populations, the mean half-life of DIs was 29 min, compared with a mean of 11 min for flanking introns (Fig. 3B ). This indicates that either the DIs are spliced out, but with slower kinetics than the other introns in the transcript, or the transcripts containing them are degraded.
We next addressed the possibility that DI-containing transcripts are degraded through NMD, as has recently been reported for sets of introns during granulocyte differentiation (Wong et al. 2013 ). Indeed, 99.5% of all introns in the Ensembl annotation of mESC-expressed genes contain in-frame stop codons or introduce frameshifts, making them predicted NMD targets (data not shown). We examined poly(A)-selected RNA-seq data from mESCs in which the essential NMD factor Upf1 has been knocked down, resulting in the stabilization of hundreds of mRNAs that are normally NMD targets (Hurt et al. 2013) . In independent Upf1 knockdowns using two different shRNAs, only three normal introns were affected, and there were no significant changes in any DI levels (adjusted P < 0.05) ( Fig. 3C ) compared with the Figure S2 and Supplemental Table S1 . Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on July 17, 2015 -Published by genesdev.cshlp.org Downloaded from control hairpin-treated cells. The fact that DIs are not up-regulated in the Upf1 knockdowns indicates that transcripts containing them do not normally undergo degradation through the NMD pathway. We also tested by qRT-PCR whether DIs that directly flank known or predicted NMD switch exons are subject to NMD degradation. Both Srsf5 and Clk1 NMD isoforms show measurable stabilization in the Upf1 knockdown RNA-seq data (Hurt et al. 2013) , and the DI in Ogt contains a predicted poison exon. Knockdown of Upf1 using two different siRNAs stabi- Ogt determined by treating mESCs with 1 mM flavopiridol and harvesting total RNA at the indicated time points followed by qRT-PCR with the indicated primer sets; data were averaged from three independent experiments. Primer sets at both the 59 (red) and 39 (yellow) exon-intron junctions of intron 4 were used, and the measured half-lives are indicated for each intron assayed. (B) Half-lives for six detained and nine flanking introns were estimated from flavopiridol time courses as in A, and the population mean half-life was calculated. Whiskers indicate 1.53 interquartile range. (C) Log 2 fold change in intron reads between control and Upf1 knockdowns in mESCs calculated from poly(A) + RNA-seq data (Hurt et al. 2013 ) for all expressed introns (blue). Introns showing significant change with an adjusted P-value < 0.05 are indicated in red. (D) RNA from mESCs treated with one of two independent siRNAs targeting Upf1 or a control siRNA was assayed by qRT-PCR for the indicated transcripts and normalized to the control siRNA treatment (mean n = 3 6 SEM). Boutz et al. 68 GENES & DEVELOPMENT Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on July 17, 2015 -Published by genesdev.cshlp.org Downloaded from lized the known NMD isoform of Srsf4 (Hurt et al. 2013) relative to the coding isoform ( Fig. 3D ). In contrast, none of the DI-containing transcripts from Sfrs5, Ogt, or Clk1 showed an increase in stability, indicating that they are not normally subject to NMD. These experiments demonstrate that even in genes in which DIs directly flank NMD switch exons, the DI-containing transcripts are not subject to NMD despite the presence of PTCs.
DIs are present in nuclear poly(A) + transcripts distinct from NMD isoforms As described above, it is common, particularly among genes encoding RNA processing factors, to find DIs directly flanking NMD switch exons. We reasoned that examining the relationship between DIs, NMD regulation, and subcellular localization of transcripts might help to explain why DIs are not subject to NMD. By focusing on a set of 64 human RNA processing genes (Supplemental Table S2 ) that contain NMD switch exons directly flanked by at least one DI, we were able to comprehensively annotate >100 splice isoforms in 33 genes based on RNA-seq data, with each variant classified as coding substrate (CDS), DI-containing substrate (DI), or predicted NMD substrate (NMD) (Supplemental Data S3). We then used Cufflinks (Trapnell et al. 2010) to quantify the levels of all isoforms for these 33 genes in poly(A) + RNA from nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions using the ENCODE data sets (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012) from three human cell lines. The distribution of the three classes of transcript between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments showed a striking predominance of DI-containing transcripts in the nucleus (Fig. 4A; Supplemental Fig. S3A ). Coding transcripts, as expected, were primarily in the cytoplasm. NMD substrates were slightly enriched in the nuclear compartment compared with cytoplasm, consistent with their rapid degradation upon export and translation. The distinct localization and higher abundance of DI-containing transcripts in the nucleus indicates that they belong to a separate pool from the NMD substrates. Their nuclear localization provides an explanation for why they are not subject to NMD, as NMD requires translation in the cytoplasm.
To verify that DIs are contained in nuclear localized transcripts, we followed the fate of transcribed introns by Consortium 2012) were assigned to transcripts classified as CDS (dark blue), NMD substrates (NMD; light blue), or DI-containing substrate (DI; red) for 33 genes, and FPKMs were determined for each variant in each compartment. Fifty percent and 95% concentration ellipses are shown for each class. (B) mESCs were treated with either DMSO (black bars) or flavopiridol (white bars) for 30 min and then fractionated into nucleus and cytoplasm. Relative RNA levels for each intron (6, 7-59, and 7-39) or exon-exon (E6-E7) junction were measured by qRT-PCR and normalized to give cell equivalents (mean of two independent fractionations 6 SEM). See also Supplemental Figure S3 , Supplemental Table S2 , and Supplemental Data S3. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on July 17, 2015 -Published by genesdev.cshlp.org Downloaded from blocking transcription with flavopiridol for 30 min to allow completion of transcription, processing, and export of nascent transcripts. RNA was then isolated from the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments, and the abundance of DIs and their flanking neighbors was determined by qRT-PCR. Exon-exon primer sets showed a varying distribution of spliced message between the nucleus and cytoplasm depending on the gene, and, as expected, the majority of intronic signals were restricted to the nucleus, as exemplified by intron 7 of glutaminase (Gls) ( Fig. 4B ; Supplemental Fig. S3B ). Consistent with previously determined half-lives, the introns neighboring high-coverage introns largely disappeared in the flavopiridol-treated cells. In contrast, after 30 min of transcriptional inhibition, the DI was only slightly less abundant and was almost entirely present in the nuclear fraction. Together, the biochemical fractionation and RNA-seq data suggest that transcripts containing DIs are detained in the nucleus until splicing of all introns is complete or the transcript is degraded, explaining why even though most DIs contain PTCs, they are not subject to NMD. We therefore made the distinction between DIs and ''retained'' introns, the latter being the result of alternative splicing in which a sequence can be either spliced out as an intron or retained as an exon in the mature mRNA that is transported to the cytoplasm and either translated into protein or, if it contains a PTC, degraded by NMD.
Clk kinase activity regulates a specific set of DIs
DIs are contained in predominantly nuclear transcripts and are turned over by a mechanism other than NMD, suggesting that the rate at which they are spliced may be the key determinant of their abundance. Transcripts encoding the SR protein kinase Clk1 were previously shown to accumulate in the nucleus, fully spliced except for two introns; these introns were rapidly spliced to produce coding mRNA in response to heat or osmotic shock as well as upon inhibition of Clk kinase activity by a smallmolecule inhibitor (Ninomiya et al. 2011) . Clk kinase activity thus appears to promote the detention of these introns by inhibiting their splicing. Consistent with this, we identified these introns as well as the homologous introns in the three other Clk family members as DIs in our computational pipeline. To determine whether the effect of Clk kinase activity is specific to these DIs and not due to a general decrease in splicing efficiency, we treated mESCs with the potent Clk1/Clk4-specific inhibitor CB19 (Fedorov et al. 2011 ) and assayed the Clk1 DIs and normal flanking intron levels by qRT-PCR. Clk1 DIs, but not normally spliced flanking introns on either side, were removed more rapidly in response to the drug, indicating that CB19 has the same effect on Clk1 splicing as was seen in the previous study with a related compound, TG003 (Ninomiya et al. 2011) , and that this effect is specific to the DIs (Supplemental Fig. S4A ). These results suggest that control of splicing of DIs could be a common point of regulation of gene activity.
The effect of Clk kinase inhibitors on splicing regulation has only been tested on a handful of individual splicing substrates to date. We therefore sought to determine the genome-wide effect of Clk kinase inhibition by treating mESCs with CB19 or DMSO as a control and performing RNA-seq on poly(A)-selected RNA. We generated libraries from RNA collected at two time points after treatment: at 2 h to identify splicing events that are most likely to be directly regulated by Clk inhibition and at 4 h to allow sufficient time to detect early primary and secondary effects on the transcriptome. After 2 h of treatment, we observed 325 DIs in 295 different genes that underwent a statistically significant change in levels ( Fig. 5A ). Of these introns, 137 decreased in abundance, including the two previously assayed DIs in Clk1 as well as the homologous introns in Clk4, with increases in the inclusion of the associated cassette exons, suggesting that the decrease in intron levels is due to increased splicing (Fig. 5B,C) . Interestingly, slightly more than half (188) of the DIs that responded to Clk inhibition increased in intron detention levels, as exemplified by intron 20 of Phc1 ( Fig. 5C; Supplemental Fig. S4B ), but the majority of DIs (2822) showed no detectable change. This suggests that Clk controls, probably directly given the 2-h time point, only a subset of DIs.
If changes in transcription rates in response to CB19 treatment were responsible for the observed differences in DI levels due to higher or lower proportions of nascent transcripts in the poly(A)-selected population, we would expect to see a corresponding change in reads mapping to all introns within the set of CB19-responsive genes and not just the DIs. We identified >500 genes showing this transcriptional signature when all nondetained intron reads within the gene were summed together, which probably reflects increased or decreased transcription. However, the majority of DI-containing genes showed no evidence of transcriptional differences, and, for those that did, there was no correlation between the direction of transcriptional change and that of intron detention levels (Supplemental Fig. S5 ). The DIs in Clk1 were previously shown to be spliced post-transcriptionally when TG003 treatment was performed following transcriptional blocking with a-amanitin. To determine directly whether the effect of CB19 treatment on DI splicing occurs posttranscriptionally, we tested whether CB19 treatment increased splicing of DIs in cells with no ongoing nascent transcription. In order to avoid detecting partial transcripts associated with blocked polymerase, we treated cells with flavopiridol for 30 min to allow completion of elongation and processing of nascent transcripts. Cells were then treated with CB19 or DMSO, and RNA was collected 60 min later. Using qRT-PCR, DIs in Clk1 and Nasp were significantly reduced in CB19-treated cells compared with DMSO treatment, while the normally spliced introns were not, indicating that the increased splicing upon Clk inhibition occurs post-transcriptionally (Supplemental Fig. S4C ). Together, these data indicate that the mechanism by which Clk inhibition affects intron detention/ splicing is highly specific, can modulate intron levels in both directions, and can act post-transcriptionally.
Several of the most highly responsive DIs are in SR protein genes. Srsf5 and Srsf7 showed increased splicing of DIs that was confirmed by RT-PCR; splicing of Srsf10 was unaltered in both the RNA-seq and RT-PCR data (Fig. 5D ). In addition to Clk1/4 and multiple SR proteins, many genes containing DIs that were altered by CB19 treatment encode proteins involved in splicing or RNA processing. A number of these factors are RNA-binding proteins, and half of them contain an arginine-serine-rich (RS) domain, which is the domain phosphorylated by the Clk kinases (Supplemental Fig. S4D) . We assigned the genes containing CB19-altered DIs to functional categories and plotted the distribution of changes in intron levels between control and CB19-treated cells for each category (Fig. 5E ). Although every category contains DIs changing in both directions, splicing, RNA processing, and subcellular trafficking-related genes were the only functional categories for which the median change in DI levels were positive; that is, spliced more. Among these genes with increased DI splicing, many have a known or predicted NMD-CDS switch exon with flanking DIs, and the increased splicing leads to different outcomes depending on the gene. Clk1 and Clk4, for example, show increased inclusion of the exon producing more coding Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on July 17, 2015 -Published by genesdev.cshlp.org Downloaded from mRNA, while Srsf3 and Srsf5 had increased inclusion of poison exons that lead to NMD (Fig. 5B,C) . Consequently, even after only 2 h of CB19 treatment, total coding transcript levels of the Clk kinases are elevated, while those of the SR proteins are decreased. Inhibition of Clk kinase activity thus leads to alterations in the splicing of many DIs that in turn lead to rapid changes in transcript levels in both directions, and, as a result, the transcripts encoding many splicing and RNA processing factors as well as other functional classes of protein are shifted in abundance.
Srsf4 is a Clk kinase target and is associated with CB19-activated splicing events
The Clk family of kinases phosphorylate RS domains on splicing factors, including SR proteins, in the nucleus (Colwill et al. 1996; Aubol et al. 2013 ). Because both hypophosphorylation and hyperphosphorylation of SR proteins have been shown to inhibit splicing in vitro and in vivo (Prasad et al. 1999; Shi and Manley 2007) , a plausible mechanism by which Clk kinase activity could promote intron detention is through the hyperphosphorylation of SR proteins. To identify RS domain-containing proteins in mESCs whose phosphorylation is rapidly shifted in response to CB19 treatment, we used a phospho-RS-specific antibody (1H4) to perform Western blots on CB19-treated versus DMSO-control-treated mESCs (Fig. 6A, bottom  panel) . The predominant change observed was the decreased phosphorylation of Srsf4. This was validated by blotting with a Srsf4-specific antibody with a prominent shift to higher mobility (Fig. 6A, top panels) . This result is not unexpected, as Srsf4 phosphorylation has been observed to be particularly sensitive to Clk kinase inhibitors, likely because it contains the largest RS domain of the classical SR protein family (Graveley 2000; Yomoda et al. 2008 ). The strong decrease in Srsf4 phosphorylation upon CB19 treatment suggested that it may play a role in regulating DIs whose splicing is sensitive to Clk inhibition.
To identify DIs that are potentially regulated by Srsf4 or other SR proteins, we reprocessed data from a high-resolution Srsf3 and Srsf4 iClip (individual nucleotide-resolution cross-linking immunoprecipitation) data set performed in P19 mouse embryonal carcinoma cells (Anko et al. 2012) . Although these iClip assays were performed in a different cell line, we reasoned that many of the same targets were likely bound by the same SR protein in mESCs. Because SR proteins typically bind to exonic sequences, we looked for iClip clusters overlapping not only introns but also the flanking upstream and downstream 100 nt. Thirty-six percent (115 of 325) of all DIs whose splicing was sensitive to CB19 treatment were bound by Srsf3, Srsf4, or both; this is highly enriched compared with DIs that do not respond to CB19 treatment (P # 2.2 3 10 À16 ). Strikingly, when we subdivided CB19-responsive DIs between those encoding RNA processing proteins versus other functional categories, 78% (38 of 49) of the RNA processing DIs were bound by one or both SR proteins, compared with 29% of the DIs in other gene categories (Fig. 6B) . Among the regions that contained Srsf4 Clip clusters and showed increased splicing in response to CB19 treatment were DIs in Clk1, Srsf5, and Hnrnph1 (Fig. 6C) . In all three genes, the Srsf4 Clip clusters are within NMD switch exons flanked by DIscoding exons in Clk1 and Hnrnph1 and a poison exon in Srsf5. Upon Srsf4 knockdown, the coding isoforms of Clk1 and Hnrnph1 decreased by 50%-60% due to skipping of the coding exons, and the skipping of the poison exon in Srsf5 increased approximately twofold. This indicates that Srsf4 is required for efficient inclusion of all three exons (Fig. 6D) . Importantly, in all three cases, the direction of splicing in response to CB19 inhibition is consistent with Clk kinase activity activating the splicing pattern enforced by Srsf4. Together, these data indicate that DIs found in a specific set of splicing regulators, among other genes, are direct targets of Clk kinase activity and that many of these DIs are likely regulated by Srsf4.
DNA damage triggers changes in splicing of a subset of DIs
To look at later effects on gene expression, we quantified transcript abundance at the gene level after 4 h of CB19 treatment. We identified 408 genes with significant genelevel expression differences in CB19-treated cells compared with DMSO-treated cells. Strikingly, 30% (121) of these genes were previously identified as direct transcriptional targets of p53 in mESCs; that is, genes with p53 CHIP signal in their promoter that undergo a p53-dependent change in expression upon doxorubicin treatment (Li et al. 2012 ). This enrichment is highly significant (P = 2.2 3 10 À15 ), and when the direction and magnitude of gene expression changes in our CB19 data or the previously published doxorubicin treatment were compared with each other, the correlation was also highly significant (P = 1.4 3 10 À14 ), indicating that both p53-activated and p53-repressed genes change in similar directions and magnitudes in CB19-treated cells and doxorubicin-treated cells (Fig. 7A) . Consistent with the presence of a p53 transcriptional signature, we observed that within 2 h of either doxorubicin or CB19 treatment, p53 protein levels are significantly elevated (Fig. 7B) . Up-regulation of p53 protein in response to Clk inhibition has been previously observed where it was assumed to be the result of stress induced by general splicing inhibition (Allende-Vega et al. 2013 ). Thus, both DNA damage and Clk1 inhibition specifically regulate partially overlapping subsets of genes enriched in the DI class. In addition, this indicates that rather than acting only as a splicing modulator, CB19 also induces changes indirectly through a transcriptional response that is dominated by p53.
Consistent with the up-regulation of p53 protein, Clk inhibition was shown previously to induce an increase in the NMD isoform of Mdm4, a negative regulator of p53 (Allende-Vega et al. 2013; Bezzi et al. 2013) . We identified the introns flanking the Mdm4 NMD switch exon as DIs and therefore reasoned that their splicing might be regulated under physiological conditions that induce p53, such as DNA damage. To determine whether DIs in Mdm4 are directly altered by DNA damage, we treated mESCs with 1 mM doxorubicin and quantified the effect on DIs in Mdm4 as well as several other genes that encode proteins with known roles in the DNA damage response. Indeed, the amount of Mdm4 transcript containing a DI was increased almost twofold by 4-6 h after doxorubicin treatment (Fig. 7C) . In addition to the change in the amount of DI-containing transcripts, Mdm4 spliced isoforms switched from coding to NMD isoforms. Both the increase in the DI pool and the increased skipping of the NMD switch exon resulted in a decrease in the cellular pool of coding mRNA, although the total amount of Mdm4 transcript, as assayed by primers spanning exons 8 to 9, remained essentially the same throughout the treatment. While CB19 and doxorubicin treatment had a similar magnitude of effect on Mdm4 splicing, both drugs together had an additive effect, indicating overlapping but distinct effects (Supplemental Fig. S6A ). DIs in Clk1, Srsf5, and Morc3 also increased following DNA damage (Supplemental Fig. S6B,C) . In contrast, Bclaf1, which is an RS domain-containing RNA-binding protein that has been shown to associate with Brca1 upon DNA damage (Savage et al. 2014) , showed the opposite switch upon doxorubicin treatment. The DI in Bclaf1 was reduced by almost half, and the total transcript level as well as the coding isoform fraction were up-regulated by 4 h, while the NMD isoform was down-regulated, consistent with the DI pool contributing to increased coding message (Fig. 7D) . The DI in a fourth gene, Baz1b, which is also involved in DNA damage response, showed an initial increase in splicing of the DI at 2 h that leveled out through 6 h as total mRNA levels dropped (Supplemental Fig. S6C ). The bidirectional changes in the abundance of multiple DIs in response to DNA damage indicates that this subset of DIs is dynamically regulated by physiological stress signals.
Adult livers contain overlapping and unique sets of DIs
The homogeneity of cell lines enables robust statistical identification of DIs. To determine whether DIs are present and quantifiable in differentiated cells within the tissue of an animal, we used poly(A)-selected RNAseq data from two individual adult mouse livers produced by ENCODE (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012).
The liver was chosen due to the higher degree of cell homogeneity (60%-80% hepatocytes) compared with other organs. With our computational pipeline, we identified a set of 2347 DIs in adult mouse livers, representing 6.8% of introns in expressed genes. When compared with the set of ESC-specific DIs, we found a set of 454 introns that were detained in both ESCs and the liver, a highly significant overlap (P < 2.2 3 10 À16 ). In addition to this set of shared DIs, among genes that were expressed in both cell types, 2154 DIs were present only in ESCs, and 1261 DIs were present only in the liver. Finally, 632 DIs were found in genes expressed only in the liver, and 538 DIs were found in genes expressed only in ESCs (Fig. 7E,F) . To determine whether DIs present in both or only in one tissue type fall within genes with particular functions, we performed GO analysis on the different subsets of DI-containing genes. Among the genes containing DIs that are expressed in ESCs but not the liver, there was a strong enrichment for DNA damage response as well as DNA replication and cell cycle. Of the DI-containing genes expressed exclusively in the liver, complement and coagulation factors, lipid metabolism, and drug metabolism-all related to stress and homeostatic response-were highly overrepresented. Among the functional categories overrepresented by genes with DIs in both ESCs and the liver were the spliceosome, glycerolipid metabolism, and ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis (Supplemental Fig. S7A) . Thus, DIs are present in a set of common genes expressed in both ESCs and differentiated adult tissue, but each cell type also contained a set of DIs in genes with specific functional classes relevant to the function and activity of the cell in which they are found. Importantly, the presence of DIs in genes expressed in both tissues but with a DI in only one is strong evidence that intron detention is the result of regulated splicing rather than simply slow processing due to poor recognition of the splice sites.
Discussion Surprisingly, we found a large number of introns in polyadenylated RNA from human and mouse cell lines. This observation is unexpected in light of several recent transcriptome-wide analyses suggesting that completion of most splicing events occurs cotranscriptionally, prior to transcription termination and polyadenylation (Carrillo Oesterreich et al. 2010; Ameur et al. 2011; Khodor et al. 2011; Tilgner et al. 2012 ). On the other hand, there is extensive literature proposing post-transcriptional splicing of individual introns (Bauren and Wieslander 1994; Smith et al. 1999; Melcak et al. 2001; Vargas et al. 2011; Hao and Baltimore 2013; Pandya-Jones et al. 2013 ). In addition, other RNA-seq-based studies examining biochemically fractionated cells, metabolically labeled RNA, or lipid A-induced transcriptional activation and tracking the maturation of nascent transcripts from chromatin to cytoplasm have indicated varying degrees of posttranscriptional splicing (Rabani et al. 2011; Bhatt et al. 2012; Khodor et al. 2012; Windhager et al. 2012; Pandya-Jones et al. 2013 ). All of these genome-wide studies used population-based quantification of introns. Our approach differed from these previous studies by measuring, genomewide, the abundance of each individual intron rather than aggregate populations. First, by applying the proper statistical constraints, we were able to use all reads mapping to an entire intron rather than, for example, only exonintron and exon-exon junction-spanning reads, which are much less abundant; this provided robust quantification despite the ''shot noise'' inherent to a sampling-based technique like RNA-seq (Anders and Huber 2010) . Second, using biological replicates, we could confidently compare the observed abundance of each intron with its expected abundance, assuming all introns within a gene are equally present in the population. This intron-centric approach uncovered a large set of individual introns that remain unspliced in nuclear-retained poly(A) transcripts in which other introns are spliced. These DIs are concentrated in the nucleus, and either they are processed at a slow rate or the intron-containing precursor is degraded or both. In either case, regulation of the processing of DIs can limit the synthesis of particular isoforms and thus regulate gene expression. As direct evidence that DIs can contribute to gene regulation, we showed that inhibition of Clk kinase activity as well as DNA damage can modulate the rate of splicing for particular subsets of DIs, enabling coordinated control of specific genes.
We found that DIs are present in not only cell lines but also tissue from adult animals. A common set of DIs is found in genes expressed in both ESCs and adult livers, alongside sets of tissue-specific DIs that are enriched for genes with particular functions related to the cell type in which they occur. Many of the functional gene categories in which DIs are overrepresented encode products whose physiological concentrations must be tightly controlled; for example, the complement and coagulation cascade factors produced in the liver. Regulation of DI splicing kinetics may contribute an additional control point for fine-tuning of gene expression in these cases. The identification of DIs in an adult tissue underscores the robustness of our computational method, since we were able to identify DIs despite the presence of cell type variation within the organ, differences between individual animals, and differences in environmental conditions at the time of sample collection. Most importantly, we found that a substantial number of DIs are present in the transcripts of only one of two cell types, even though the gene is expressed in both cases. This indicates that these DIs are not simply poor splicing substrates-since, in that case, they would appear with equal abundance wherever the gene is expressed-but rather are under cell type-specific or environmental regulation. A significant subset of DIs is evolutionarily conserved, suggesting that this property serves an important regulatory function. DIs are statistically enriched adjacent to alternatively spliced exons, but the majority of DIs are categorized as constitutive introns, thus separating this property from processes that regulate alternative splicing. Indeed, constitutive DIs are also statistically evolutionarily conserved, further indicating that they have important regulatory functions. As identification of orthologous introns is complicated by a large amount of evolutionarily neutral intron sequences, we consider the conserved set of DIs to be a stringent estimate that likely underestimates the number of functionally conserved DIs. The slow rate of splicing of some nonconserved DIs relative to their flanking introns may simply be due to less efficient engagement with spliceosomal processes resulting from variation in splice sites, making their excision rate limiting for transport. However, as discussed above, we showed that subsets of DIs undergo changes in splicing rates in response to cellular signals and/or under cell type-specific conditions, indicating that the slower splicing of these DIs is a regulated process rather than the result of suboptimal splice site variation.
DIs constitute a uniquely regulated subset that spans all types of splicing events and are not simply a manifestation of processes associated with alternative splicing. Although the vast majority of DIs contain PTCs, these transcripts are not NMD substrates, as they do not increase in abundance when NMD is inhibited and are confined to the nuclear fraction in a distinct pattern from known NMD substrates. This suggests that DIs are present in incompletely processed transcripts rather than transcripts that are exported and translated. The slow decay rate of DIs upon inhibition of transcription is consistent with a fate of ultimately being either spliced or degraded as part of the precursor RNA within the nucleus. The latter may be related to a recently discovered developmental regulation mechanism in which inhibition of splicing of a 39-terminal intron leads to destruction of the transcript through nuclear degradation (Yap et al. 2012) . The possibility that many DIs represent a rate-limiting intermediate is suggestive of a process observed in recent studies using lipid A-induced macrophages (Bhatt et al. 2012; Pandya-Jones et al. 2013) in which there is a delay of tens of minutes between transcription of a gene and the removal of all introns, which occurs in a chromatin-associated fraction, thus demonstrating that splicing rates can determine the kinetics of gene expression. However, in these cases, all or most introns in the genes appeared to be similarly delayed, whereas DIs are distinctly present in transcripts that are otherwise fully spliced. Similarly, a large number of transcripts containing all of their introns unspliced accumulated in nuclear fractions from heatshocked fibroblasts, while cotranscriptionally spliced genes were unaffected (Shalgi et al. 2014 ). Finally, a large group of introns enriched in polyadenylated transcripts that may partially overlap DIs were recently characterized (Braunschweig et al. 2014) . However, these introns were enriched in untranslated regions (UTRs), were negatively correlated with gene expression, and were frequently targeted by NMD, which indicates that many of this set of introns are distinct from the ones that we identify here and further underscores the complexity of regulatory processes involving regulation of splicing kinetics.
The Hagiwara group (Ninomiya et al. 2011 ) previously identified introns in the Clk1 and Clk4 kinase genes that we now assign to a much larger class of DIs. We confirmed their previous observations that the introns in Clk1 undergo rapid post-transcriptional splicing upon drug inhibition of Clk kinase activity and performed the first genome-wide analysis of the effects of Clk inhibitor. We found that, beyond the autoregulation of DIs in their own transcripts, the Clk kinases likely modulate splicing rates of >300 other DIs directly, since the response to Clk inhibition occurs at a very early time (2 h) after treatment. Assuming a constant rate of transcription, the magnitude by which the mRNA pool increases in response to CB19 treatment is dependent on the amount of precursor RNA that is degraded under steady-state conditions. For example, we observed a twofold increase in Clk1 coding mRNA and a 90% decrease in Clk1 DI-containing transcripts 2 h after CB19 treatment. The half-life of Clk1 mRNA was previously estimated at 39 min (Friedel et al. 2009 ), and since this is much shorter than 2 h, with no detectable increase in transcription, the increase in mRNA levels must reflect an increase in the efficiency of splicing. The increase in spliced mRNA could result from either enhanced splicing efficiency in general or, more likely, redirection of DI-containing precursors fluxing through a nuclear degradation pathway to an efficient splicing pathway or both (see the model in Supplemental Fig. S7B ).
An important clue into a physiological role of the Clk kinases is that heat shock and osmotic stress activate the same induction of DI splicing in the Clk precursor RNA as inhibition of the kinase activity (Ninomiya et al. 2011) . Three other Clk family members have interesting roles in specific contexts, including insulin response, splicing of exons involved in neuronal tauopathies, and the replication cycle of HIV (Duncan et al. 1998; Hartmann et al. 2001; Jiang et al. 2009; Rodgers et al. 2010; Wong et al. 2011) . These studies suggest that Clk kinases, through regulation of splicing, are positioned to channel multiple cellular signaling pathways in different cell types and disease states, including global stress responses. It has previously been observed that the Clk inhibitor TG003 triggered an increase in Mdm4 NMD isoform splicing, a corresponding decrease in Mdm4 protein, and up-regulation of p53 protein levels (Allende-Vega et al. 2013; Bezzi et al. 2013) . This effect was attributed to induction of stress due to a general inhibition of splicing, since knockdown or genetic perturbation of core spliceosome components had a similar effect on Mdm4 and p53. Here we performed the first genome-wide analysis of the effect of Clk inhibitors, and our data clearly indicate that, far from being a general inhibitor of splicing, CB19 has a very specific effect on a subset of splicing events. Both Clk inhibition and DNA damage affect the splicing of subsets of DIs, and the additive effect on Mdm4 splicing when both drugs are present simultaneously indicates that they may act through overlapping but distinct pathways. The rapid and profound effect on Mdm4 splicing seen upon treatment with CB19, doxorubicin, or both (70% coding down to <20% at 4 h after treatment), accompanied by an approximately twofold increase in the amount of DI-containing transcripts, is strong evidence for the physiological role of regulated DI splicing, and the observed shift in splicing of Mdm4 transcripts is likely responsible at least in part for the up-regulation of p53 protein and the corresponding p53 transcriptional response.
While the earliest steps in spliceosome assembly require SR protein phosphorylation to enhance specific RNA binding as well as interaction with the U1-70k RS domain (Tacke et al. 1997; Xiao and Manley 1997; Cho et al. 2011) , progression from early spliceosome to completion of splicing requires the dephosphorylation of SRs by PP1/2A phosphatases, likely related to their involvement in the recruitment of the U4/U5/U6 tri-snRNP and other snRNP-associated proteins (Crispino et al. 1994; Mermoud et al. 1994; Tarn and Steitz 1994; Roscigno and Garcia-Blanco 1995; Cao et al. 1997; Kanopka et al. 1998; Xiao and Manley 1998; Shi et al. 2006 ). Both hyperphosphorylation of SR proteins by overexpression of Clk1 and, in some contexts, hypophosphorylation upon overexpression of a dominant-negative kinase-dead mutant suppress splicing (Colwill et al. 1996; Prasad et al. 1999) . These data suggest that Clk kinases may function in the context of DIs by maintaining the hyperphosphorylation of nearby SR proteins, presumably maintaining a prespliceosome-type state and counteracting the dephosphorylation step that is required for splicing completion. CB19 treatment causes splicing changes in a specific subset of ;10% of all DIs, indicating that, if similar mechanisms regulate other DIs, further layers of specificity exist. In addition to combinatorial control by different SR proteins and/or Clk kinases, since many spliceosomal proteins-including Snrnp70 (U170k), Sf3b1, and Eftud2 (U5-116k)-undergo phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cycles during completion of splicing (Tazi et al. 1993; Shi et al. 2006) , it is easy to speculate that other specific kinases may affect different subsets of DIs.
Materials and methods
RNA-seq data are accessible through Gene Expression Omnibus under accession number GSE57231.
Cell culture, small-molecule inhibitors, and RNAi V6.5 cells were cultured on 0.2% gelatin-coated plates in HEPESbuffered DMEM (Life Technologies) supplemented with 15% FBS (HyClone) and 1000 U/mL LIF (ESGRO). Flavopiridol (1 mM in DMSO; Sigma) and KH-CB19 (10 mM in DMSO; CalBiochem) were added to culture medium for the indicated times. siRNAs targeting Upf1 and control siRNAs (Mm_Rent1_1, Mm_Rent1_6, and AllStars negative control siRNA; Qiagen) were transfected using HiPerFect (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. shRNAs targeting Srsf4, GFP, or luciferase were cloned into pLKO.1. Knockdowns were performed by infecting V6.5 cells with lentivirus followed by selection with 1 mg/mL puromycin (Sigma) for 48 h to enrich for infected cells.
RNA-seq
Total RNA from V6.5 mESCs was treated with Turbo DNase (Life Technologies) and poly(A)-selected [Poly(A)Purist MAG, Life Technologies]. Poly(A) + RNA was then digested with 59 exonuclease (Terminator, Epicentre) to further enrich for capped mRNAs. Two micrograms of poly(A) + RNA was shattered under alkaline conditions in the presence of Mg ++ (Mortazavi et al. 2008) . A 39 linker containing both priming sites and a 6-nt random 39 overhang was ligated by splint ligation using T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs), reverse-transcribed at 60°C (SuperScript III, Life Technologies), and treated with RNaseH/A (Life Technologies, New England Biolabs) to remove RNA, and the cDNAs were size-selected on a 10% PAGE gel under denaturing conditions. The extracted DNA was circularized (CircLigase II, Epicentre) and amplified using 18 cycles (Phusion Polymerase, New England Biolabs). The resulting product was again purified on a 2% agarose gel followed by standard pairedend sequencing (2 3 36 nt, Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx). Libraries for the CB19 experiment were prepared using the Illumina TruSeq stranded library kit with two passes over oligo-dT beads following the manufacturer's instructions with minor modifications. Two independent biological replicates for each condition (DMSO and CB19) at time 0, 2, and 4 h after drug treatment were made into separate barcoded libraries. Input for each library was 4 mg of total RNA per sample, fragmentation time was decreased to 5 min to produce longer insert length, and samples were size-selected on a 2% agarose gel following PCR amplification. Barcoded samples were paired-end sequenced (2 3 100 nt) in multiplex on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument.
Read mapping
Each lane of raw reads was first mapped, all together, using Bowtie 1.0.1 (Langmead et al. 2009 ) with standard parameters requiring at most two mismatches to mm9, and unique mapping was enforced using -best -strata parameters. TopHat 2.0.9 ) with standard mapping parameters was also used to map junctionspanning reads against a custom junctions file and allowing novel junctions. The aligned reads for each lane were then split into 
RT-PCR
Total RNA was harvested directly from tissue culture plates using Trizol (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer's directions. In all experiments, total RNA was treated with Turbo DNase (Life Technologies) to remove any residual DNA contamination, extracted in acid-buffered phenol/chloroform, and ethanol-precipitated. Reverse transcription was performed using 5 mg of DNase-treated total RNA in a 20-mL reaction following the manufacturer's protocol (SuperScript III, Life Technologies) for 1 h at 50°C. cDNA reactions were digested with RNase H and diluted 1:10, and 1 mL was used in each PCR reaction. RT-PCR was performed using AmpliTaq (Perkin-Elmer). Real-time qRT-PCR was performed using Power SYBR Green (ABI) on an ABI 7500 machine. Normalization to the highly stable mRNA Mylpf was used to compare samples using a DDC t calculation.
Western Blots and antibodies
Cells were harvested in cold PBS/2 mM EDTA, pelleted, and lysed in RIPA buffer (0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% Igepal , 150 mM NaCl, 13 Complete protease inhibitors [Roche], 13 phosphatase inhibitor [Pierce]). Lysates were run on Laemmli PAGE (10% acrylamide) gels followed by transfer to Hybond LFP PVDF membranes (GE) and blotted using standard protocols. The antibodies used were a-phospho-SR (1H4, Millipore), a-SR (16H3, Life Technologies), a-Srsf4 (06-1367, Millipore), a-U170K (H111, SynapticSystems), a-Vinculin (Abcam), and a-Sf1 (SAB2102119, Sigma). Antibody detection was performed using ECL Plex Cy5conjugated secondary antibodies (GE), and blots were imaged and quantified on a Typhoon Trio PhosphorImager (GE).
Subcellular fractionation
Subcellular fractionations were performed as in Pandya-Jones and Black (2009) with minor modifications. Briefly,V6.5 cells grown in 100-mm dishes were trypsinized, pelleted by gentle centrifugation, washed in cold PBS, and lysed for 4 min in ice-cold buffer (0.15% Igepal [Sigma], 10 mM Tris at pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl). Lysates were immediately transferred onto a sucrose cushion (15% sucrose, 10 mM Tris at pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) and spun for 10 min at 4°C. Cytoplasmic fractions were carefully removed, and the nuclear pellets were washed twice with PBS. Nuclear pellets and cytoplasmic fractions were extracted with Trizol (Life Technologies). Total RNA extracted per fraction was quantified and used to calculate cell equivalents for the qRT-PCR quantification.
Bioinformatics
Open source software and R modules were used to perform statistics, and data processing was performed in R, Python, and OpenOffice/LibreOffice using custom scripts. See the Supplemental Material for details.
Relative intron detention (RID) was determined by taking the log 2 of the ratio between the read count within an intron normalized to its length and the total number of mapped reads per sample and the Cufflinks-estimated FPKM of the same gene. Intron read counts were the average across all relevant biological replicates.
